Unseen Cinema 2017
www.endcredits.org.au

Sunday 27 August 4:30pm - CoCA Theatre
Dir. Pablo Larrain - Chile (MA) 108 mins
Spanish - English subtitles

Friday 8 September 7:30pm - CoCA Theatre
Dir. James Bogle - Australia (M) 116 mins
In English

Sunday 10 September 4:30pm - CoCA Theatre
Dir. Terence Davies - UK (M) 125 mins
In English

Nominated for a Golden Globe award and Chile’s entry into
the Best Foreign Language film at the Academy awards,
Neruda is a glorious mix of history and imagination - an enthralling new film from multi-award winning director Pablo
Larrain (No, Jackie).

WHITELEY is a visual journey into the private life and creative legacy of Australia’s most iconic artist, Brett Whiteley,
told “in his own words” using personal letters, notebooks
and photographs, interwoven with reconstructions, animations, archival interviews and rare footage.

It is 1948 and the Cold War has reached Chile. Following the
President’s outlawing of communism, Neruda and his artist
wife, Delia, are forced into hiding. Beloved by the populace,
they slip underground and are pursued by incompetent,
vainglorious inspector Oscar Peluchonneau hoping to make
a name for himself by capturing the country’s most infamous fugitive.

There’s a lot of ground to cover here, starting with young
Brett’s astonishing technical facility as a teenager in Sydney.
Then there’s the scholarship to study in Italy… acclaim in
swinging Sixties London…. the time in New York at the
Chelsea Hotel… the bust in Fiji… return to Australia, and
the mansion in Lavender Bay… He died much too young, at
53, but he left behind a magnificent body of work. Whiteley
is an absorbing tribute to that legacy.
***** A truly insightful, brilliantly made portrait of this
extraordinary talent. Margaret Pomeranz – Stage & Screen

“An absolute drop-dead masterwork. One of the rare movies
about a writer that conveys the sense that the character, as
depicted, is capable of artistic creation at a world-historical
height of achievement. No filmmaker can create a convincing portrait of an artist without being an artist of comparable imagination.

“smart, whimsical, extremely quirky and devilishly entertaining portrait of the poet” - DAVID STRATTON

End Credits @ CoCA - Tickets :Pre-sales
Join End Credits ($15.00 p.a.) at any of our screenings,
On-line : http://www.centre-of-contemporary-arts-cairns.com.au
by mail to PO BOX 2663 Cairns 4870, or online at our website.
or CoCA Box Office 40881010
CoCA Theatre - Licensed Bar available. Door sales cash or card. Adults $15.00 Members $10.00
Drinks may be consumed in the theatre.
(End Credits, Kick Arts, Arts Nexus, Students.) Special events may be priced differently.

Davies has been, for thirty years, among the world’s best
filmmakers, certainly not concealed or as unheralded in his
time as Dickinson was in hers, but not nearly receiving the
acclaim or support that he has deserved.
“A Quiet Passion” will take its place as one of his finest
creations, as one of the great movies of its time.”
Richard Brody - The New Yorker.
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